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Abstract

It has been reported that replacement of a functional retinoblastoma
(RB) gene in RB defective WERI-27 retinoblastoma cells results in
complete loss of their tumorigenic potential in nude mice following s.c.
injection. We have repeated the identical studies and found that although
tumors did not develop s.c., the RB reconstituted cells, either soon after
RB virus infection or after long term cultivation, consistently produced
tumors when injected intraocularly. These tumor cells, when reestab
lished in culture, were found to retain a normal RB protein as determined
by direct Western blotting and immunocytochemical staining. The tu
mors, however, occurred with a longer average latency period and with
less frequency compared to those produced by the parental RB defective
cells. Our results suggest that reintroduction of the RB gene into WERI-
27 cells reduces but does not completely suppress their tumorigenic
potential. Since retinoblastoma is an eye tumor it also provides further
documentation that the use of an orthotopic injection site can be critical
when determining the tumorigenicity of a given cell type.

Introduction

The RB3 susceptibility gene was the first example of a human
"tumor suppressor" gene cloned (1-3). In addition, the loss of

RB function has been implicated not only in the development
of the eye tumor, retinoblastoma, but also is a key factor in the
initiation and/or progression of some of the most common
human malignancies including carcinomas of the lung, breast,
prostate, and bladder as well as sarcomas of the soft tissue and
bone. Therefore, it becomes particularly important to determine
the role of this gene in the initiation, the progression, and
possibly the prognosis of these and other cancers (4-6).

One of the most direct methods to examine RB function is
to transfer its cDNA into a specific malignant cell type in which
RB loss has occurred. The first study to accomplish this utilized
a defective retrovirus which contained the RB cDNA and which
was introduced into the retinoblastoma and osteosarcoma cell
lines, WERI-27 and Saos-2, respectively (7). It was reported
that the RB reconstituted WERI-27 retinoblastoma cells com
pletely lost their tumorigenicity in nude mice which was dem
onstrated by s.c. inoculation, although a sufficient number of
RB virus infected Saos-2 cells could not be propagated to
examine their tumorigenicity (7).

Subsequently, the initial studies mentioned above using the
WERI-27 cells (7) were repeated (8) because confirmation was
lacking from other laboratories on successful long term expres-
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complementary DNA.

sion of exogenous RB protein in transfected or infected target
cells and because doubts arose about generating a sufficient
proportion of RB positive cells to completely suppress the
tumorigenicity in the bulk-infected mass cell culture using a
defective retrovirus system. No tumors were produced in the
mice inoculated with RB reconstituted WERI-27 cells in this
second study either (8), which was considered to be confirma
tion of the initial studies (7). However, as also stated by Sumegi
et al. in the latter report (8), the key observation, i.e., the
complete suppression of tumorigenicity in RB reconstituted
retinoblastoma cells, was more puzzling than it might appear
at first sight. Selection for a drug resistance marker does not
usually lead to the expression of the gene of interest in all the
target cells, especially when a defective retrovirus system was
used which is known to be prone to frequent mutations (9).
Since only RB virus infected mass cultures selected for G418
resistance were used in both previous studies and since it was
expected that revenants that have lost the RB gene expression
would have a certain selective advantage, the apparent complete
suppression of the neoplastic phenotype must imply (a) that
the retrovirus induced RB construction was unusually stably
expressed in all drug resistant WERI-27 cells, (b) that expres
sion of exogenous RB protein in a portion of the RB defective
retinoblastoma cells is sufficient to suppress tumorigenicity at
the population level (9), or (c), and most likely, that there may
actually not be enough viable RB positive WERI-27 cells and/
or RB negative revenants to form s.c. tumor at the time of
inoculation even though both cell types still had tumorigenic
potential. The latter possibility is also suggested by the state
ment that large clumps of dead cells were observed starting at
6 weeks after RB infection and the disappearance of enlarged
RB positive WERI-27 cells at 10 to 12 weeks was correlated
with loss of detectable RB protein (7). We assume that many
RB infected cells were dying over the initial period (RB virus
crisis?) and the trypan blue exclusion which was used to verify
the cell viability at the time of inoculation (7, 8) failed to
recognize the majority of dying cells at the early stages. A more
suitable tumorigenicity assay, therefore, might be required to
verify this possibility.

Consequently, because the initial study (7) was the first report
indicating directly the ability of the RB gene or in fact any
cloned human gene to totally suppress tumorigenicity and be
cause of some of the issues raised above, a collaboration was
undertaken to examine the tumorigenic potential of the same
WERI-27 cells following i.o. rather than s.c. injection using the
identical RB virus infection system as described previously (7,
8). The rationale for such studies was 3-fold, (a) Since retino

blastoma originates as an ocular tumor, i.o. rather than s.c.
injection of such cells should be the more appropriate means
to test for tumorigenicity. In fact, a significant literature exists
on the importance of using orthotopic injections to study the
biological and tumorigenic potential of tumor cells (see Ref. 10
for review). In addition, it has been reported that virtually all
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primary retinoblastomas did not grow in nude mice after s.c.
injection (11, 12) but frequently did so after i.o. injection (11).
(b) One of us (W. F. B.) had established that i.o. injection of
retinoblastoma cells in nude mice can be used as a model system
to examine the response of various retinoblastoma cell strains
to different modalities of therapy, since tumor formation can
be reproducibly obtained at this site ( 13). (c) Considerably fewer
cells are required to obtain tumors from i.o. compared to s.c.
injections of the retinoblastoma cells (13). Therefore, if WERI-
27 cells with normal exogenously expressed RB are capable of
forming tumors, the i.o. system should be optimal to evaluate
their tumorigenicity.

Materials and Methods

Cells. The retinoblastoma cell line, WERI-27, and the amphotropic
retrovirus producing cell line, PA12-RB, were obtained from Dr. W-H.
Lee and have been described previously (7, 8). The retrovirus produced
by the PA12-RB line contained the cDNA of the human RB gene (7,
8). The cells were grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum.

Infection. WERI-27 was infected with the RB containing retrovirus
as previously described (7, 8). Briefly, the infection of WERI-27 cells
by the PA12-RB supernatants was performed in the presence of Poly-
brene (4 pg/m\) for 32 h. Selection on 1 mg/ml of G418 was started
immediately after infection and the subsequent mass cell culture of RB
reconstituted cells was designated WERI-27R.

Western Blotting. Cell lysates were prepared from cultured cells and
processed for direct Western immunoblotting (5) using the MAb-1 anti-
RB monoclonal antibody (Triton Biosciences, Inc.). Each lane was
loaded with 80 Â¿igof total cellular protein as determined by the Bradford
protein assay (Bio-Rad).

Immunocytochemistry. Suspension cells were placed on the poly-L-
lysine coated coverslips and stained with the MAb-1 antibody as de
scribed (5). The avidin biotinylated peroxidase complex technique was
used as the method of choice. The primary antibody (MAb-1) was
diluted 1:25 in 3% bovine serum albumin-1.5% normal horse serum
0.02% Triton X-100 in phosphate buffer and was incubated with the
cells overnight. Avidin biotinylated peroxidase complex staining was
done according to the technical manual (Vector Laboratories).

Tumorigenicity Studies. For i.o injections the WERI-27 and WERI-
27R cells were collected by centrifugation and resuspended in complete
medium. At various time points after the initial infection, 0.05 ml of
the cell suspension was injected into the anterior chamber of the eye
using a 30-gauge needle as described previously (13). Tumor formation
was determined to be positive only when at least one-fourth of the

anterior chamber contained the tumor as visualized under a stereoscopic
microscope. The majority of s.c. injections were done similarly to that
previously described (8). For studies performed 9 weeks after selection
in G418, 2 x IO7cells were injected in CBA x BALB/c F, mice after

thymectomy at 3 to 4 weeks of age followed by treatment with
arabinofuranosylcytosine and X-irradiation (8). WERI-27 and Lux
virus infected WERI-27 cells were also similarly injected as controls.
Alternatively, WERI-27 RB+ reconstituted cells were injected on the
right lower flanks and WERI-27 control cells were injected on the left
lower flanks of nude mice. Finally, for s.c. inoculation of WERI-27R
cells which had been maintained in long term culture, 2 x IO7 cells

were injected in nude mice only.

Results

The WERI-27 cells were exposed as described (7, 8) to the
RB virus containing a neomycin resistance marker which was
developed in the laboratories of Drs. W-H. Lee and T. Fried-
mann (7). After selection in 1 mg/ml of G-418 for approxi
mately 5 to 6 weeks, the cells were examined for their RB
pattern by both direct Western blotting and immunocytochem-
ical staining. Both normal sized underphosphorylated and phos-
phorylated RB proteins were detected in the RB virus infected
mass culture (Fig. 1, lane 3), whereas as expected, no RB
protein was seen in the WERI-27 parental cells (Fig. 1, Lane
2). In addition, numerous cells which were the same size as
parental WERI-27 cells showed various intensities of RB nu
clear staining, including those which were unusually intense
(Fig. 2Q.

Many additional cells, which were the same size as or larger
than the parental cells, appeared to be dying over the first 2
months after infection and were primarily RB positive (Fig.
2B). Mitotic cells were also seen which were both RB positively
and negatively stained (Fig. IB). Since it has been reported that
RB positive cells in M phase usually have the highest RB
protein content with strong immunochemical staining (5), the
negatively stained mitotic cells seen in this mass culture must
indicate the presence of RB negative revenants.

Subsequently, the RB infected mass culture (WERI-27R) was
injected i.o. approximately 6 weeks after the initial infection at
a concentration of 1 x 10" viable cells/eye. The cell viability
was verified by trypan blue exclusion. Parental WERI-27 cells
were similarly injected as a control. Tumors appeared i.o. in
the WERI-27 injected control nude mice within 4 weeks, with

1 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12 13

Fig. I. Determination of RB proteins in WERI-27R and its derived i.o. tumor cells by direct Western blotting. Lane I shows the normal underphosphorylated
(pllO*") and phosphorylated (pplltP") RB proteins in the fetal fibroblast strain WI-38 cells. Parental WERI-27 cells had no measurable RB protein (Lane 2). Lane
3, normal exogenous RB proteins expressed in WERI-27R cells approximately 5 weeks after initial infection with the RB containing virus, Lanes 4 and 5, consistent
normal RB pattern in WERI-27R cells maintained thereafter for an additional 3 months in either regular or G418 containing media, respectively. Lanes 6-12, various
RB positive i.o. tumors described in the text. Lane 6, T2; Lane 7, Tl; Lane 8, T3; Lane 9, T16; Lane IO, T7; Lane 11, T10; Lane 12, Til; Lane 13. fast growing RB
negative tumor. WERI-27R-T9.
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Fig. 2. Expression of exogenous RB protein in RB reconstituted WERI-27R tumor cells determined by immunocytochemistry. A, parental WERI-27 cells showing
no RB staining. Open arrow, negatively stained mitotic cell. B, mass cell culture of WERI-27R cells approximately 5 weeks after the initial RB virus infection. RB
positive staining mitosis (large closed arrow); RB negative staining mitosis (small open arrow) and dying cells (small closed arrows) are shown. Healthy RB positive
cells with various intensities in staining are also evident. C, higher magnification of the same mass cell culture shown in B to illustrate cells with unusually intense
RB positive nuclear staining (large open arrow). D, cell culture of RB positive WERI-27R-T1 cells illustrating normal RB nuclear staining. E, RB positive WERI-
27R cells in culture for 4 additional months after initial 1-month selection in G418. F, cell culture of RB positive WERI-27-T11. Closed arrow, RB positive mitotic
cells. Bars 40 ^m (A and B) and 10 //m (C-F), respectively.

an average latency period of 6 weeks (Table 1). No tumors were
seen in the eyes receiving injections of WERI-27R cells at 12
weeks and we initially thought that no tumors would be pro
duced with this mass culture which contained many RB positive
cells. However, at approximately 16 weeks after injection, one
mouse was found to have a large tumor which protruded
through the eye and encompassed the entire orbit. This tumor
showed the typical morphology of WERI-27 cells, including
scant cytoplasm and prominent nucleoli (Fig. 3Ã„).Numerous
mitosis were also apparent (Fig. 3B). The tumor (WERI-27R-
Tl) was subsequently established in culture. Direct Western
blotting showed that these tumor cells had a normal RB protein
pattern, including both underphosphorylated and phosphory-
lated RB protein forms (Fig. 1, Lane 7). Similarly, a large
number of cells had prominent nuclear RB staining and such
cells were the same size as their RB negative parental WERI-
27 cells (Fig. 2Z>).

The WERI-27 cells following culture for 4 or 5 months after
the initial RB virus infection in either regular or G418 contain
ing media were then examined by immunocytochemistry. A
large number of cells with normal RB nuclear staining were
apparent (Fig. IE), although none were found to have the
unusually intense staining as was previously seen in many early

passage cells (Fig. 1C). This indicated that such increased levels
of RB expression within a cell were not consistent with long
term viability. In addition, RB negative mitotic cells were also
observed. This may partially reflect the gradual accumulation
of RB negative revenants in the WERI-27R mass culture.
However, the RB negative cells did not become the predominant
cell type in the long term mass culture which was further
suggested by the i.o. tumorigenicity studies described below.
Consequently, these RB positive WERI-27R cells apparently
did not have a significant growth disadvantage in culture corn-

Table 1 Tumorigenicity of the RB positive WERI-27 (WERI-27R) cells
compared to their RB negative counterparts

WERI-27R(418) cells had been continuously passaged in G-418, whereas the
WERI-27R were cultured in regular medium after 1 month of selection in G-418.

No. of eyes with tumors/ Av. latency
Cell strain No. of cells injected no. injected (wk)

WERI-27WERI-27RWERI-27WERI-27RWERI-27R(418)WERI-27RxIO4x
IO4x
IO6x
IO6x

10'!
x 10'4/61/126/64/123/126/12Â°6163875'

"One tumor (WERI-27R-T9) formed at 3 weeks and was removed at that

time.
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Fig. 3. Pathology sections of RB positive WERI-27R i.o. tumors stained by
hematoxylin-eosin. A, WERI-27R-T5 showing intraocular retinoblastoma for
mation on the right. Normal lens is seen on the left. B, high magnification of
WERI-27R-T1 retinoblastoma cells showing numerous mitoses (open arrows)
and typical WERI-27 cell with prominent nucleoli (closed arrow).

pared to their RB negative counterparts.
The effect of the exogenous RB gene expression on tumori-

genicity following long term cell culture was tested again by i.o.
inoculation. The WERI-27R cells 4 months after the initial RB
virus infection in either regular or G418 containing media were
injected i.o. at 1 x IO6 viable cells/eye as were the WERI-27

cells as controls. The increased inocula used were possible
because we had a significantly larger population of RB positive
cells available compared to when the initial i.o. injections were
done. The control WERI-27 cells produced rapidly growing
tumors in all eyes receiving injections which appeared with an
average latency period of 3 weeks. A decrease in the number of
tumors was observed following injection of the WERI-27R cells
whether they were maintained in regular medium (WERI-27R-
T2 through T5) or G418 (WERI-27R-T6 through -T8), and
when tumors did appear their average latency period increased

to 8 and 7 weeks, respectively (Table 1). All tumors were
removed and established in culture. Each tumor continued to
show a normal RB pattern by both direct Western blotting (for
example, Fig. 1, Lanes 6 and 8-10) as well as the presence of
RB nuclear staining cells. A typical histolÃ³gica! appearance of
these RB positive i.o. tumors is shown in Fig. 3A.

Subsequently, 2 x IO6 WERI-27R cells were injected i.o. 5

months after the initial RB virus infection. These cells had been
maintained without G418 selection for 4 months. Tumors
appeared in 6 of 12 eyes with an average latency period of 5
weeks (Table 1). However, one tumor (WERI-27R-T9) was
observed 3 weeks after injection and was removed at that time.
This tumor as well as the other five tumors were established in
culture for further evaluation of their RB protein pattern. All
tumors which had arisen 5 or more weeks after injection
(WERI-27R-T10 through -T14) again showed a normal RB
pattern by direct Western blotting (e.g., Fig. 1, Lanes 11 and
12). No RB protein, however, was found in the cells derived
from WERI-27R-T9, i.e., the tumor which had appeared more
rapidly (Fig. 1, Lane 13). These results were confirmed by
immunochemical analysis. WERI-27R-T9 cells as expected had
no nuclei with RB staining, whereas the other tumors contained
many cells with RB nuclear staining as shown for example in
Fig. 2F.

In parallel tumorigenicity studies, s.c. injection of reconsti
tuted WERI-27 cells which had been selected in G418 for 9
weeks produced no tumors in immunosuppressed CBA x
BALB/c F, mice (0 of 5), whereas injection with WERI-27 or
with Lux virus infected WERI-27 control cells produced tumors
in all mice (4 of 4 and 5 of 5, respectively) 3-4 weeks after
inoculation. Similarly, 4 of 4 nude mice given injections of
WERI-27 cells on their left lower flanks produced tumors at
these sites, although no tumors were formed on their right
lower flanks where the reconstituted WERI-27R cells had been
injected. Finally, no tumors were formed when 2 x IO7 WERI-

27R cells were injected s.c. into nude mice at 5 months after
initial RB virus infection.

Discussion

The utilization of orthotopic inoculation to test for the tu
morigenicity of RB reconstituted retinoblastoma cells has al
lowed us to document that the WERI-27R cells indeed produce
tumors which retain a normal RB protein. A decrease in tu
morigenicity, however, was apparent in this system as indicated
by the decreased tumor frequency as well as the increased
latency period compared to the parental WERI-27 cells. In
addition, one tumor (WERI-27R-T9) appeared more rapidly
than the others and was found to be completely RB negative,
indicating that the RB negative cells likely grew faster i.o. than
their RB positive counterparts. Our results also infer indirectly
that it is not likely that there was a large population of RB
negative cells in our original inoculum since more rapidly
growing tumors would have been expected. In addition, no
tumors were found when these late passage WERI-27R cells
were injected s.c.

Our tumorigenicity results are similar to those recently re
ported in utilizing a different cell type, namely the RB negative
bladder carcinoma cell line, HTB-9, as the recipient and trans-
fection rather than infection of a different RB cDNA construc
tion containing the ÃŸ-actinpromoter (14). In this latter study,
it was also found that reintroduction of the RB gene into HTB-
9 cells does not completely inhibit their tumorigenicity (14).
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Nevertheless, significant decreases in tumor formation and
increases in latency period did occur in these RB positive
bladder cancer cells as well as significant changes of certain
phenotypes in cell culture, such as their ability to grow in low
serum containing medium and in soft agar (14). However, it
should be mentioned that none of the studies reported to date
(7, 8, 14, 15) have utilized the natural RB promoter or other
regulatory elements that might be adjacent to the RB coding
region in vivo. Therefore, the normal expression level of RB as
well as a priori being under "normal" regulatory control cannot

be claimed for any of these studies. We are presently transfer
ring a normal chromosome 13, which is the location of the RB
gene, by microcell fusion into each of the cell types in which
results already exist on reintroduction of the RB cDNA using
artificial expression vectors. Preliminary results to date indicate
that suppression of tumorigenicity is complete in some of these
tumor cell types when a chromosome 13 is transferred rather
than an RB cDNA construction in which such natural regula
tory components are absent. Therefore, the future of this field
should become even more complex and intriguing.
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